World Café
Policy Implications
Towards Innovative Solutions through Integrative Water Futures Analysis
Why?

- Digesting the insights of presentations
- Creating ideas for the way forward
- Using the collective intelligence
- For whom is this relevant? and What can I do?
How to organise our world café?

- 3 rounds of engaging dialogues (about 20 min each)
As people share insights between tables, the "magic in the middle" and a sense of the whole become more accessible.

Policy Implications? Who? I?
CAFÉ ETIQUETTE
FOCUS on what matters!

CONTRIBUTE your thinking and experience
LISTEN to understand
CONNECT ideas
LISTEN TOGETHER for patterns, insights, and deeper questions

Debates
How to organise our “coffee tables”?

• Decide on a “host” who remains at the table
• The host encourages everyone to contribute to the discussion
• All: Scribble ideas on cards, pictograms, …
• 2nd, (3rd) round: Host welcomes new “guests” and briefs them about round 1 (and 2)
• Last group helps host to summarize
Question for round 1

What are our key-insights?

What are the policy implications which emerge from the results of the model runs?
Question for round 2

Who can take this forward?

For which policy formulation processes are these policy implications relevant at regional (East Africa) and national levels (member countries of EAC)?
Question for round 3

Where can I be a change maker or agent?

How can I make sure that action are taken into the needed direction?

Help your host to make a summary!